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Introduction
BeamformX is an acoustic beamforming code from OptiNav, Inc. It runs with the Signal Interface Group
(SIG) ACAM 100 and 120 microphone arrays. If offers real time processing and post processing. It
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outputs beamforming images, videos, raw array data for post processing, quantitative spectra for
selected parts of the scene, and source point tracking tables.

Requirements
BeamformX requires Windows 7, 8 or 10 running on a computer that supports at least 4 parallel threads
and has at least 4 GB of memory. A fast computer is preferred because the CPU speed limits the real
time beamforming frame rate. The computer must have 64-bit Java, as well as SIG CCM software. Live
data requires an ACAM connected by USB.

Quick Start Guide
Run the software installer from http://www.signalinterface.com/ftp.html. While you are there, also
download the ACAM Acoustical Camera User Manual. Download the latest non-experimental version of
BeamformX from http://www.optinav.info/ftp.html and place it in any convenient location on the
computer. This document is written for BeamformX Version 5.002, December 16, 2018. Install 64-bit
Java if it is not already installed.
Connect the ACAM to the computer by USB and look for a blinking red light on the array controller (or
the front of the array for ACAMs manufactured after June 2018). If the light does not blink, consult
“Appendix A. Troubleshooting” in the ACAM manual.
Run BeamformX. You should see the “Operating Mode” dialog. 1 If not, see the BeamformX
troubleshooting note below. If the size of the dialog is inappropriate, change the value in “Magnification
of dialog windows”. You may also want to make a language choice. Enter the OptiNav License Key for
BeamformX. Choose “Connected array” for Data source. If this option not shown, then the red light is
probably not blinking. Fix this problem and rerun BeamformX. Click OK. You should see at least the
Control, Display, Spectrum, and Spectrogram windows. Arrange them as desired. Except for the Control
Dialog, the other windows can be resized by dragging the corners. The sizes can also be changed using
Control/Settings/Magnification of Display, Spectrogram, and Spectrum.
Press “Control/Camera” and set the “Field of View Magnification factor” to 1.5 and the “Undistortion
factor” to 1.2. If you know the Camera pan, tilt, and resolution values, enter these in the dialog and
press OK. Create some sound in the field of view of the array. You should see a Beamforming spot on
the Display. Experiment with the Freq and Min and Max sliders. Click Pause and Resume to see what
these do. Create an ROI on an interesting feature in the Spectrogram to examine it and press Resume to
continue. Experiment with the focus distance setting, z, in meters at the lower left of the Control dialog
and “Decay time”. To exit BeamformX, close the Control or the Display window.

Reference
The user interface of BeamformX is designed to be mostly self-explanatory, but some of the features
require discussion. The following is intended to document every part of the program, arranged mostly

1

If you see a message “Camera exception…Could not set up device”, look for other software on the computer that
may be using the optical webcam in the array, such as Skype, and turn it off. If you see a message "ccm error
version info…. ", try uninstalling and reinstalling the CCM software.
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by the structure of the user interface. Please direct any questions or suggestions to Bob Dougherty,
OptiNav, Inc., rpd@optinav.com, (425) 891-4883.

Operating Mode

OptiNav License Key
The key from OptiNav, Inc. that is required to run BeamformX. It is paired to the array serial number. If
the entered license key is not correct, you may see a dialog giving the serial number. Obtain the license
key and enter it.
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Language
Choose between English, Chinese, and German. Subsequent dialogs will use the selected language. To
change the “Operating Mode…” dialog itself to the new language, make choice, click the close box or
“OK”, and restart BeamformX. To change the language of BeamformX at any point, it is to necessary to
exit and restart BeamformX with the new language selection in “Operating Mode…”.

Magnification of dialog windows
This controls the size dialog windows for the current run and the size of this startup window for the next
run.

Data source
The choices are “Connected array” and “File”. If the no array is correctly installed and set up, then the
only choice is “File”. This refers to a binary (.bin) log file that was previously created by BeamformX. The
file format is simple and open.

Frames per second
This is a request for the rate (fps) at which BeamformX will update the Spectrum and Spectrogram and
attempt to update the Display and the Peak list. Some Display and Peak list updates may be skipped if
the computer cannot perform the beamforming fast enough. Faster computers and lower frame rates
increase the likelihood that no updates will be skipped. “Settings/Wait for beamforming” and
“Settings/slow motion playback factor” can also be used to prevent skipping. Note that the optical video
camera has a maximum rate of 30 fps, so higher rate choices will cause some optical images to be
reused. For most applications, about 6 fps is a reasonable choice.
Not all values of the frame rate fps are feasible. BeamformX makes a choice based on the dialog input
and the transform length, as discussed below.

Transform length
This setting (TL) determines the narrowband analysis bandwidth. For an ACAM 100 with a sample rate
of 𝑓sample =50 kHz, the analysis bandwidth is
∆𝑓 =

samples
sec .
𝑇𝐿

50,000

In the case of an ACAM 120, the sample rate is 𝑓sample = 51.2 kHz , giving
∆𝑓 =

samples
sec .
𝑇𝐿

51,200

The value of TL also determines the feasible values of fps because each frame contains a whole number
of transforms of TL sample each. Specifically, 𝑓𝑝𝑠 =

∆𝑓
,
𝑁

where N is a whole number. For example, with

an ACAM 100, if N = 1024, then ∆𝑓 = 48.82 Hz, and the feasible values of fps are 48.82, 24.41, 16.27,
12.2, 9.76, 8.13, 6.97, 6.1, 5.4, 4.9, …. In the case of an ACAM 120, with N = 1024, ∆𝑓 = 50 Hz and the
fps values are 50, 25, 16.67, 12.5, 10, 8.33, 7.42, 6.25, 5.55, 5, 4.5, ….
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Note that the optical web camera has a frame rate of 30 fps, so BeamformX uses the closest optical
image to pair with each acoustic result. When recording a .bin file, the optical images are stored in the
file at the frame rate was determined for BeamformX, which is almost always slower than 30 fps. This
limits the speed at which the optical image can change in post processing the .bin file.
The frame time

1
𝑓𝑝𝑠

is the (horizontal) time step of the Spectrogram. The (vertical) frequency step of the

Spectrogram is ∆𝑓.
TL must be a power of 2. The smallest allowed value is 8 and the largest is the sample rate, 𝑓sample ,
divided by the frame rate. While collecting data from a connected array, the largest value of TL is 4096.
Larger values are possible while post processing from a .bin file.
The recommend value of N for most cases is 1024. Choosing N = 2048 or 4096 makes more frequency
choices available, which may be helpful for low frequency beamforming, but also makes the
Spectrogram window very tall and narrow. The Spectrogram window can be trimmed as described
below.
Selecting “Settings/Beamforming bandwidth/Engine Order” enters a mode that scales the frequency by
the RPM/60 in order to identify tones created by rotating machinery such as automobile engines. In
typical applications of this mode, the value of TL used during the post processing should be chosen to be
large, such as 8192 or 16,384, so that the different engine order components will appear in distinct
frequency bins. In this case, the value of “Frames per second…” must be small in view of the constraint
𝑓
TL ≤ sample⁄𝑓𝑝𝑠.

Maximum spectrogram frequency
Set this to a value smaller than 25 kHz to reduce the height of Spectrogram window. This may be
desirable if the Spectrogram is unreasonably tall and narrow and the high frequency portion of the
Spectrogram is not needed.
For Engine Order analysis, as discussed above, the Maximum spectrogram frequency should usually be
set to the minimum, 3 kHz, since the large TL means that the Spectrogram potentially has many lines.

Buffer time, seconds
This is a request for the temporal (horizontal) extent of the Spectrogram. This is the duration of a ring
buffer that can be used to repeatedly examine a portion of the data when acquisition is paused. If the
requested time, together with the frame time

1
𝑓𝑝𝑠

, would cause the Spectrogram to have more the 512

columns, then a smaller buffer time is used.

Special function
BeamformX has certain special capabilities that are accessed by entering the appropriate key words in
the Special function box.

Show connection log
If the software is having trouble connecting to the array, checking this box may provide troubleshooting
information.
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Spectrogram

This gives a spectrogram for the last few seconds of data. It scrolls continuously if data input is not
paused. Creating a Region of Interest (ROI) on the Spectrogram causes input to pause, if it is not paused
already, and updates the Display using the frequency and time ranges selected in the ROI. The time
range becomes the new “Decay time” (see Control/Settings). The frequency range is redefined from the
user input to one of three bandwidth choices: Narrowband, 1/12 octave band, or 1/3 octave band (see
Settings/Beamforming bandwidth). The ROI can be nudged horizontally or vertically by using the arrow
keys on the keyboard. When using the arrow keys, it is important to wait for the Display to update
before another key press. This can take a significant time if the Decay time is long, since a lot of data has
to be processed from scratch. Pressing the arrow keys too rapidly causes unexpected movements of the
ROI because BeamformX is unable to keep up with the requests and gets lost.
The data for the Spectrogram is usually a single microphone (see “Settings/microphone for spectrum
and sound”). Alternatively, if an ROI is present in the Display, then the Spectrogram gives analysis of the
focused point at the center of the ROI. The method of focusing depends on the checkbox
“Settings/Active focusing”.
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Spectrum

The Spectrum shows the narrowband spectrum from the selected microphone or center of the ROI on
the Display. It represents either the latest data, for the live case, or the time of the ROI in the
Spectrogram for the paused case. Exponential averaging is applied, using the time constant given in
“Control/Settings/Decay time”. The Sound Pressure Level shown is integrated over the narrowband
bandwidth, ∆𝑓, and given in dB re. 20 𝜇Pa. (See Operating Mode.) The levels are A-weighted if
“Control/Settings/A-weighting” is selected.
The levels, and the A-weighting, are approximate. The array microphones were calibrated by SIG with a
precision calibrator when the array was assembled, but no further measures have been taken to ensure
calibration accuracy.
The buttons on the bottom of the Spectrum can be used to list the spectrum, copy the values to the
system clipboard, save the spectrum as a text files, and other functions. The dB scale limits are
controlled by the Min and Max sliders on Control. The frequency extent is set in “Settings/Upper
frequency of spectrum”. The scales can also be adjusted using the menu under the More button, but
changes made to the ranges with the More button are not retained when some of the other adjustment
in BeamformX are made.
One feature of the More button below the spectral displays is the option to make a high resolution plot
for publication. The line plot utility in BeamformX is derived from the ImageJ package.
Clicking on the main panel of the Spectrum causes the beamforming analysis center frequency to shift to
the clicked frequency, but unlike creating an ROI on the Spectrogram, does not pause the input if it is
running. This is a quick way to choose a spectral peak frequency for study.
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Display

The Display gives the beamform map. The center frequency is shown at the upper left, along with the
focus distance, z, and the notation QB represents Quantitative Beamforming, which is a version of
Functional Beamforming. The legend of the color scale shown in the lower right corner. Optional
notations include the time from the start of data at the lower left, the date and time at the bottom, and
the peak SPL at the upper right. The portion of the map that is covered by the optical video camera
shows a black and white camera image that has been adjusted to correct for optical distortion. The area
of the map outside the optical image has a black background.
Creating an ROI on the Display, in addition to affecting the peak and integral values, causes the
Spectrum and the Spectrogram to display values that are focused to the center of the ROI. If mute is not
selected, the audio output also reflects the ROI.
See the discussion of “Limit to ROI”, “Inhibit ROIs” and “Partitioning ROIs” for other actions of ROIs.
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Peak list

The Peak list, if shown, gives statistics concerning the peak value in the beamform map. The 3D
coordinates in meters assume that the focus distance, z, is set correctly.
Each time the display is updated, a row is added to the Peak list. By examining the times listed, it is
possible to determine whether frames have been skipped due to insufficient CPU resources for the
frame rate.
Using the File menu, it is possible to export the Peak list as a test file for a spreadsheet or for input to
another program, such as a 3D tracking application.
In Partition ROIs mode, the Peak list is replaced by the “Partition Results” table.

Control

In the standard (not Engine Order) mode, the Control dialog has five sliders, three text boxes, six
checkboxes, twelve buttons, one choice dialog, a progress bar, and some ancillary text items. Six of the
buttons, Settings, Camera, Air Props, fSweep, Inhibit ROIs, and Partitioning bring up additional dialogs.
Choosing “Engine Order” in Settings/Beamforming bandwidth adds an additional text box, RPM, and an
additional checkbox, Track RPM, to the Control dialog.
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Control sliders
Freq
This sets the center frequency of the analysis band used for the beamforming Display. It does not pause
the input, but does cause a recomputation of the Display if the input is paused. The center frequency is
the FFT frequency for the narrowband case, and the geometric mean of the upper and lower band limits
for the proportional band cases, 1/3 and 1/12 octave band.
Time
This pauses the input, adjusts the time of the ROI in the Spectrogram, and prompts a recomputation of
the Display.
Min and Max
These set the minimum and maximum dB levels for the Spectrum and the Spectrogram. If Auto Scale is
not selected, then they also set the minimum and maximum levels of the color scale of the Display. If
Auto Scale is selected, then Min is becomes the lowest allowed level of the color scale of the Display.
Sources below this level are not shown in the Display. Max has no effect on the Display if Auto Scale is
selected.
Gain
The short slider near the lower right corner of Control sets the gain of the audio output. When it is
adjusted, the selected dB gain value (-80 to +6) is displayed in the text box above the slider. In addition
to affecting the computer speaker output, the Gain value is applied to the sound track of output MPEG 4
videos. This can be useful in the common case that the video sound would otherwise be too loud.

Control checkboxes
Auto Scale
If Auto Scale is selected, then the Display sets the top color to the level of the highest beamforming
result. The bottom color is set lower than the top color by the amount set in the Auto Scale slider. If
Auto Scale is not selected, then the top color and the bottom color for Display are set to the Max and
Min slider settings, respectively. This makes the Display color scale absolute. The dynamic range of the
OptiNav Beamforming algorithm in BeamformX version 3 is high enough that Auto Scale is generally not
required. It is usually effective to leave Auto Scale unselected and adjust the Min setting to be higher
than the apparent noise floor in the Display.
Wait for BF
In playing from the Spectrogram buffer or from a binary Log file (.bin), Wait for Beamforming causes the
processing to slow down, if necessary, to enable the beamforming to complete for each frame. This
causes all of the times to appear in the tabular results and the recorded beamforming results stack. Can
give odd stuttering sounds from the computer speaker if Mute is deselected because the playback stops
and starts. Has no effect with live data.
OptiNav BF
This selects the OptiNav beamforming algorithm known as Quantitative Beamforming. This method, a
special case Functional Beamforming, is protected in part by a patent application and in part by trade
secrets. It excels in terms of resolution, speed, dynamic range, and level accuracy. Deselecting OptiNav
BF chooses the conventional Frequency Domain Beamforming (FDBF) algorithm. FDBF can have serious
difficulties with sidelobes for sources both inside and outside the beamform map, potentially leading to
13

incorrect conclusions regarding the sound sources. OptiNav BF should always be selected. Many of the
features of BeamformX do not function if OptiNav BF is not selected.
xBKG and set BKG
If background information has been stored by pressing “set BKG”, the background information is still
valid, and “OptiNav BF” is selected, then the checkbox xBKG toggles Background Noise Cancellation
mode on and off. Background Noise Cancellation mode reduces the effect of background noise in an
attempt make the sources of interest clearer in the beamforming results when background noise would
otherwise obscure them.
Assume there is a lot of background noise and a source of interest that operates only sometimes,
perhaps because it is turned on or off. The process begins by storing a set of data in the Spectrogram
buffer with the source of interest “on” part of the time and “off” part of the time. An ROI is created in
the Spectrogram buffer for the desired frequency band in the time interval where the source of interest
is off. Pressing “set BKG” causes the characteristics of the background noise to be stored and “xBKG” to
be enabled. Then Background Noise Cancellation can be toggled on and off with the xBKG checkbox.
Selecting xBKG with the Spectrogram ROI in the same position as is was when “set BKG” was pressed
should cancel all of the noise, so that no sound sources appear in the Display. The lowest level in the
SPL legend should be the “Min” slider setting and no color contours should appear. At this point, the
time slider is used to adjust the time setting in the Spectrogram to an interval when the source of
interest is “on”. Because the source of interest is not represented in the stored background information,
this source should appear in the Display. It should stand out more clearly when xBKG is selected because
the background sources are not competing with source of interest for the beamform resources such as
the color scale and the mathematical model of the array data that is used to generate the results.
After pressing “set BKG” and selecting xBKG it may be interesting to adjust the time to a different time
when the source of interest is still off. If the spatial characteristics of the background noise are
completely unchanged between “set” time and the new time, then complete cancellation will still occur.
Commonly, the background noise is changing over time, so at the new time, selecting and deselecting
xBKG will cause the observed peak levels to change, but not as much as they did at the time when “set
BKG” was pressed. Larger changes indicate that the background is being cancelled more effectively.
It is important not to change the analysis frequency band in between pressing “set BKG” and applying
the cancellation with xBKG. Because the background cancellation information depends upon frequency,
changing the frequency invalidates the information and disables the xBKG checkbox. If this happens, it
is necessary to move the time setting back to a period with the source of interest off, press “set BKG”
again, reset the time to the “on” period, and select xBKG again. When background information is stored,
the time should be changed with the time slider or the Play or Resume buttons, rather than attempting
to move the Spectrogram ROI directly by dragging it. If it is necessary to change the decay time, the
width the Spectrogram ROI, the new value should be entered into the text box in the Control dialog.
This does not invalidate the cancellation information.
The observed dynamic range of the cancellation process is between 10 and 30 dB, depending on the
situation. Sometimes it is it very effective and sometimes it does not help. The mathematical
implementation of the cancellation is more sophisticated than a subtraction process, and its validity
does not require that the SPL of the background noise remain constant. The method does, however,
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depend on the spatial distribution of the background sources. Reorienting the array will change the
apparent background noise in such a way that it is no longer cancelled. For this reason, it is essential
that the array be mounted on a stationary tripod, or similar fixture, rather than being handheld, for
background noise cancellation. If the interfering noise sources are moving or changing, then the decay
time should be set long enough to sample all of the types of interference when “set BKG” is pressed.

Spectrogram showing two time intervals. The background noise (the fan) is always present. The source
of interest, the loudspeaker with broadband noise, is turned at t = 13 seconds, about half way through.
“set BKG” is pressed with the ROI in the time interval with the source of interest off, and then the time
slider is used to adjust the ROI to the interval with the source of interest on.
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Background noise cancellation. Using Spectrogram data from figure above. Fan on for all cases. a)
Loudspeaker off (6.23 s), no cancellation. Here “set BKG” was pressed to store the background (the fan
and any other sources in the room). b) Loudspeaker off, fan still on (6.23 s), xBKG selected. The Min
slider was set to -24 dB. c) xBKG deselected and time adjusted to 18 s so that the loudspeaker is on.
Loudspeaker not seen because it is overwhelmed by noise from the fan at this low frequency (1074 Hz).
d) Both sources on and xBKG selected.
Note 1: In this data, the loudspeaker is still not seen in condition c) (both sources on, no cancellation)
when the dynamic range is set to 30 dB, even though the 12 dB level difference suggests that it should
be. The combination of the substantial level difference and the fact that the sources are closer together
than the Rayleigh limit of 1.93 m at this frequency (the centers are 0.7 m apart), means that even the
high dynamic range and superresolution of OptiNav beamforming are not sufficient to separate them
without cancellation.
Note 2: In the example, the interfering source, the fan, was located at the same z distance from the
array as the source of interest. This was done so that fan would appear as a beamformed source in
parts a) and c). In general, it is not necessary for the method that the background noise have any special
location or source structure, but simple sources may be cancelled more effectively than widely
distributed ones. A case with the fan not at a focus point is given below.
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Reverberant 3.9 x 3 x 2.5 m office with the fan (in a corner, off screen) as a background noise source and
the loudspeaker source of interest and the array separated by 1.5 m. Left: speaker and fan on, no
cancellation. Right, speaker and fan on, cancellation using the fan only data. The single microphone SPL
was 60.47 dB, or 18.47 dB higher than the sound from the loudspeaker. For reference, the result of
conventional beamforming is shown below.

Loudspeaker in a reverberant room with fan noise interference as in the previous figure. Conventional
(not OptiNav) beamforming.
Limit to ROI
This checkbox causes BeamformX to try to ignore sources that are outside of the ROI if there is a single
ROI in the Display. Note that creating an ROI in the Display causes Integrated values to be computed for
the ROI and causes the Spectrum to show Delay and Sum beamforming for the center of the ROI
whether “Limit to ROI” is selected or not.
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Tachometer
If “Settings/Beamforming bandwidth or Engine Order” is set to “Engine Order” then the Tachometer
checkbox and the RPM text box are shown in the Control dialog. If a tachometer TTL signal is detected,
then the Tachometer checkbox is enabled. In this case, selecting the checkbox causes the RPM value to
be set from the TTL signal, which is assumed to contain one pulse per revolution. The center frequency
of the Display is then continuously adjusted to track the selected Engine Order.
The tachometer is input through the mini-DIN connector on the array. The TTL signal should be
connected to pin 3. The signal ground can be any of pins 1, 4, 7 or 5. The picture below shows the
ground connected to pin 5.
The tachometer can be used in near real time and recorded .bin files include the tachometer data for
post processing.

Connecting a pulse TTL tachometer to the array with the mini-DIN-8.
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Inhibit Mode
This checkbox turns on or off Inhibit Mode. The effect of Inhibit Mode is to suppress any sources that
are located within Inhibit ROIs. This is similar to the effect of “Limit to ROI”, but more selective. In “Limit
to ROI”, any source that is not within the active ROI of the image is suppressed. In “Inhibit Mode”, the
suppression applies to particular sources that are associated with one or more Inhibit ROIs. The button
“Inhibit ROIs” bring up a dialog that is used to create these ROIs. This process is described in the
paragraph for that button.
Partition Mode
This checkbox turns on or off Partition Mode. This mode, like “Inhibit Mode”, requires one or more
special ROIs. They are created with the “Partition ROIs” dialog. The ROIs are arranged so as to contain
acoustic sources of interest. When Partition Mode is selected, each of the Partition ROIs operates
independently to measure the integrated strength of the sources within the ROI The resulting levels are
listed by ROI in the table “Partition Results” if the Peak Table is active as determined in the Settings
dialog. If a frequency sweep (see fSweep) is performed in Partition Mode, then, in addition to the
tabular results, a plot showing the spectra for the various sources is produced. By naming the ROIs in the
Partition ROIs dialog, the curves in the plot can be designated descriptively in the legend. The names
also appear in the heading of the table. This operation is described in more detail in the section
Integrated Spectra.
Mute
This mutes the computer speaker, and is selected by default to prevent feedback. Feedback can also be
reduced by decreasing the Gain, creating an ROI on the Display, and, of course, playing non-live data
from the Spectrogram buffer or a .bin file.

Control textboxes
Sec.
The time constant for the exponential filter for the Spectrum and the Display, in seconds. Set it to a
short time to follow rapidly changing sources or a longer time for stationary sources to give better
stability and possibly resolution and dynamic range.
m
The focus distance, z, in meters.
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RPM
This textbox is only shown if “Settings/Beamforming bandwidth” is set to “Engine Order.” The RPM
entered or determined from an external tachometer is used to replace the frequency scales with
𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 =

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦,𝐻𝑧
𝑅𝑃𝑀
60

.

Control choice dialog
Resolution
In conventional beamforming (FDBF), the size of the spots in the Display representing small sources
depends on the frequency. Lower frequency gives larger spots. In OptiNav BF, size of the spots for
compact sources is much less sensitive to frequency, but does depend on the Resolution choice: low,
normal, high, or very high. A higher resolution setting gives smaller spots, but requires slightly more
computer time because the beamforming is performed using a finer internal grid. The very high
resolution setting is disabled during live array operation because it may be too slow to keep up. The
progress bar in the lower right corner of the Control dialog is active for the high and very high resolution
settings so that it is clear that something is happening during the computation.
Examples of the effect of frequency and the resolution choice are given the following two images, first
FDBF and second Quantitative (OptiNav) beamforming. The data and the other settings are the same for
the two images. An iPhone with a white noise app was placed on top of the ladder to act as the sound
source. This comparison between FDBF and QB illustrates the reason for the suggestion that OptiNav
beamforming should always be used.
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Effect of frequency and the Resolution choice for conventional beamforming (no OptiNav BF).
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Effect of frequency and the Resolution choice for Quantitative Beamforming (OptiNav BF).
The spot at the bottom of the images for 1.5 kHz represents reflection by the grass. The reflection is not
seen at 15 kHz because it is too weak in relation to the direct source to be seen at the same time in
these images, but applying “Limit to ROI”, “Inhibit ROIs” or “Partition ROIs” can reveal the reflection at
15 kHz. Its level is 10.4 dB, which is 12 dB lower than the direct source at 22.4 dB. See the discussion of
these options. Using two Partition ROIs as shown below, the spectra of the direct and reflected sounds
can be found from a frequency sweep. A Background ROI was included to indicate which portions of the
Reflection spectrum contain sound that is measurable above the background (not above 10 kHz in this
case).
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Partition ROIs for measuring absorption coefficient of grass.
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Source and reflection spectra in grass reflection data.
Exporting the Partition Results table to a spreadsheet and converting to the absorption coefficient gives
the following. Extending this lower frequency would require a more robust sound source than an
iPhone.
There is no part of the user interface that explicitly concerns the ability of the array to locate sources as
a function of frequency, but the following point needs to be made. At low frequency, conventional
beamforming shows point sources as very wide spots limiting the ability of the array to spatially locate
them. Multiple sources that are close together can appear as merged peaks. The Quantitative
Beamforming algorithm that is selected in BeamformX by choosing OptiNav BF is sharper than
conventional beamforming in both aspects. At low frequency, with good data, it is often possible to
locate point sources down to 50 Hz or so. The performance at such an extreme frequency cannot be
considered reliable because it is easily disturbed by reflections in enclosed spaces and interfering noise
ourdoors.
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Locating a speaker source in a field at 54 Hz.
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Locating a speaker source in a field at 360 Hz.

Control buttons
Settings
This brings up the Settings dialog:

Settings dialog.
Microphone for spectrum and sound (1-40)
Since all of the microphones are so close together, changing this this should not produce big changes. It
can be useful for identifying problem microphones. Some of them have more 15 kHz camera noise than
others. As noted elsewhere, making an ROI on the Display overrides this for the spectrum and the audio
output.
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Slow motion playback factor
This causes playback from the Spectrogram buffer to take place at slower than real speed. Combined
with a high frame rate (see Operating Mode), which requires a short transform length (also see
Operating Mode), this can be used to make a video that temporally separates echo images from an
impulsive source in a large reverberant space. It can also be used to create high speed video of rapidly
moving sources, at least the acoustic channel of the video. The optical part is limited by the 30 Hz frame
rate of the video camera.
Dynamic range for Auto Scale
This sets the range of dB levels covered by the color scale if the Auto Scale checkbox is selected in the
Control dialog. A small setting, such as 3 dB, shows only the loudest sources. Increasing the setting can
reveal weaker sources, up to a limit that depends on the situation. See “Limit to ROI” and “Inhibit ROIs”
for ways to find still weaker sources. The most useful setting with OptiNav BF is probably 20 dB.
Magnification of Display
Control the size this window. The size can also be adjusted by dragging the corners of the window.
Upper frequency of spectrum
Limits the range of frequency shown in the Spectrum.
Legend option
Locate the legend for the beamforming SPL color scale in the lower left or lower right corner of the
Display or not at all.
Color scale
The choices for the color contour maps are Red Hot, Rainbow, and Fire. The preferred map is Red Hot
because it translates correctly when rendered in grayscale and should be suitable for colorblind viewers.
Rainbow is more colorful.
Beamforming bandwidth or Engine Order
The choices are narrowband, 1/12 Octave Band, 1/3 Octave Band, and Engine Order. The beamforming
levels shown in the Display and the text tables are integrated over the selected band. The narrowband
bandwidth is ∆𝑓 =

𝑓sample
𝑇𝐿

, where TL is the transform length that is specified in the Operating Mode

dialog at startup and 𝑓sample is the sample rate (50,000 Hz for ACAM 100 and 51,200 Hz for ACAM 120).
Wider bands usually give better beamforming results because more information is available to the
algorithm, so 1/3 OB is often preferred when searching for sources. A disadvantage of 1/3 OB is that
broadband sources far from the center of the image can be artificially extended in the radial direction.
When the frequency is specified directly using the Freq slider or text box or by clicking on the Spectrum
or the Spectrogram, the selected frequency is the center of the 1/12 or 1/3 OB. When performing a
frequency sweep (see Control/fSweep), the preferred 1/12 or 1/3 octave bands are used.
Choosing Engine Order for the Beamforming Bandwidth changes the Control dialog by adding an RPM
text box and a Tachometer checkbox and replacing the Frequency slider with an Engine Order slider.
The horizontal axis of the spectrum is also changed from Frequency to Engine Order. The selected RPM
and Engine Order are used is used to adjust the center frequency for the analysis in Display window to
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𝑓 = (𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟) (

𝑅𝑃𝑀
).
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The Tachometer checkbox can be used to adjust the RPM automatically if

a tachometer with TTL pulse output is connected to the array (see the Tachometer checkbox discussion).
Engine Order analysis works best with a long transform length, 4096 for a connected array or possibly
larger for post processing, since this makes the frequency bins small enough that they may be able to
resolve the engine orders. The value of “Settings/Upper frequency of spectrum” should also be small,
perhaps 3 kHz.
.

Control dialog with “Settings/beamforming bandwidth or engine order” set to “Engine Order”.

Setup for automobile engine order test.
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Automobile engine at 4304.6 RPM, engine order 2 (140.4 Hz).

Contrast
The Contrast choices are “Normal (usually best)”, “Extra (try harder to separate sources)”, “Lots
(maximum effort)”, and “Low (see weak source more easily)”. The “Extra” and “Lots” settings increase
the resolution at the expense of dynamic range, and the “Low” setting increases the dynamic range.
Right click effect
The choices are “Save Display image as .png” and “Start/stop binary recording”. If the Display window is
the front window (the most recently clicked upon), then issuing a right click event with the mouse will
cause a still image of the Display to be saved or start or stop binary recording of a Log file. The
destination folder (see below) must be set for still images to be saved. If the destination folder is not set
and the “Start/stop binary recording” option is used, the BeamformX will prompt for a destination
before starting the recording.
Folder for binary Log data and PNG images
This is the destination folder for .png images from right clicks and the default folder for binary recording
files. If this folder is specified, then starting binary recording with a right click or by pressing
“Control/Log .bin data” will immediately create a file in that folder with a name like 20160922085234.bin (encodes the date and time) and start recording. If destination folder is not specified, or is
invalid, then BeamformX will prompt for the destination file before starting the recording. Recording
stops when the time limit is reached (see below) or when it is stopped manually with another right click
or by pressing “Control/Stop log”.
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Maximum duration of binary Log data file
Recording stops automatically when this time limit is reached.
Format for recorded stack output
If a stack of images has been created using “Control/Rec BF”, then it can be output as an “MPEG4 video
with sound”, a “TIFF stack (high quality, no sound)”, or an “MPEG4 video with no sound” according to
this choice. The button in the lower right corner of the Control dialog performs the output; its label
changes according to the format choice.
Frequency for .bin trigger
While recording a .bin file, it is possible to configure a trigger so that recording does not take place if a
threshold condition is not met. (See the “Triggered .bin” checkbox.) This makes it possible to, for
example, to set up near a road and only record cars. Another application might be to trigger off of
impulses in reverberation testing. Multiple events can be recorded in single .bin file, and
“Settings/Maximum duration of binary Log data file” (see below) applies only to the data that is actually
recorded, not the total time of the measurement. The Frequency parameter specifies the bin to be
monitored for the threshold condition.
Threshold for .bin trigger
The threshold value, in dB, for triggered recording. Applies to the level shown in the spectrum, so it
could be a single microphone level or a focused beamforming value if there is an ROI in the Display. Set
it to a value that is higher than the ambient level at the frequency above but lower then level that is
seen during events of interest.
Frames before .bin trigger
When triggered binary recording is being performed and the threshold condition is met (after not having
been met for the “Frames after .bin trigger” time), then some data from the ring buffer for time
preceding the trigger event can be written to the log file. This time is specified in frames, referring to
the frame rate for the Spectrogram and the Display.
Frames after .bin trigger
If triggered binary recording is being done and the trigger condition is not met for a time, then the data
recording is paused until the condition is met again. This time, like the value of “Frames before .bin
trigger” is specified in Spectrogram frames.
Active focusing
Controls the algorithm used for focusing the array to the center of the ROI in the display for selective
listening. Choosing the Active focusing invokes an array signal processing scheme that attempts to
isolate a signal from the ROI center that is incoherent with other sounds reaching the array. This can
improve the results if there is, in fact, a source preset. If there is not a source at the center of the ROI,
then Active focusing can create strange clicking sounds. Deselecting Active focusing gives
straightforward delay and sum processing, which is less dramatic and more predictable than active
focusing.
Tabulate peaks
Shows the Peak list window or Roi integrals window.
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Show time, peak level
Enable these labels in the Display.
Show integrated and median levels
Enable these labels in the upper right corner of the Display when an ROI is present and Partition mode is
not selected. The Median level is the median over the array microphones of dB value in the chosen
frequency band. The Integral is similar to the Median, but is limited to the sound that appears to radiate
to the array from sources within the ROI. See the Appendix for more discussion.
Show % integral
Enables this labels in the upper right corner of the Display when an ROI is present and Partition mode is
not selected. This value indicates the extent to which sources in the ROI appear to account for the total
array SPL in the selected frequency band. See the Appendix for more discussion.
A-weighting
Applies A-weighting to the Spectrum and the Display results. An extrapolation of the A-weighting
formula is applied for frequencies above 20 kHz.
Trigger .bin
Enables the triggered recoding mode. See “Frequency for .bin trigger”, “Threshold for .bin trigger”,
“Frames before .bin trigger” and “Frames after .bin trigger” above. The usage is to set values for these
parameters, select “Trigger .bin”, and then start making a .bin file by pressing “Log .bin data” in the
Control dialog. Unlike the normal case, recording will only actually occur for time intervals before and
after the trigger condition is met. This can reduce the length and size of the .bin file created by only
including interesting data. The “Trigger .bin” setting defaults to deselected when BeamformX is started,
regardless of the previous run of BeamformX.
Camera
This brings up the Camera dialog. The first two items on the dialog, “Field of View magnification factor”
and “Picture orientation” can be used to change the Display according to the requirements of the
current task. The remaining parameters, Camera pan, tilt, resolution, and undistortion factor, should
only be adjusted for a new array or when the camera is changed.
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Camera dialog.
Field of View magnification factor
This is a linear scale factor that is applied the lateral extent of the beamform map shown in the Display.
Increasing this value increases the acoustic field of view. Values larger than about 1 cause the acoustic
field of view to be larger than the optical camera’s field of view. The optical image is padded with black
where necessary. This factor does not change the size of the Display in pixels, but changes the spatial
extent that each pixel represents.
As an example, suppose the field of view of the optical camera is 68°, so the half angle of the FOV is 34°,
as shown below in red. With 𝑧 = 10 m, this gives a spatial half-FOV of 6.76 m (shown in blue). Setting
the “Field of View magnification factor” to 3 expands the spatial half-FOV for the acoustic image to
20.28 m. The angular half-FOV is then 63.8°, so the full FOV of the acoustic map is 128.6°. In the sample
image, setting the “Field of View magnification factor” to 3 reveals the source reflected in the floor that
may not have been visible otherwise.

Microphone array
“Field of View magnification factor” = 1 (red) and 3 (blue)
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“Field of View magnification factor” = 3
Picture orientation
The choices are “Original”, “Flip horizontal”, “Flip vertical”, and “Flip horizontal and vertical”. At present,
there are no 90° options.
Camera pan and tilt
Angles that represent the mismatch between the optical axis of the camera and the z-axis of the array
coordinate system. Adjust these so that the acoustic image of a small, high frequency, source near the
center of the Display coincides with the optical image of the source. Once these are set correctly for a
given array, it should not be necessary to change them.
Camera resolution
This value specifies the resolution in milliradians per pixel, for a point near the center of the image. The
focal length of the camera in pixels is 1000 times the reciprocal of this value. The value refers to the case
that the “Field of View magnification factor” is set to 1. It can be determined using optical
measurements alone, but it can also be set so that when an acoustic source is moved a long distance
across the field of view, parallel to the array, the optical and acoustic images track at the same speed.
Before determining this parameter, it is best to set the “Undistortion factor” as described below. Once
the Camera resolution is determined, it should not need to be changed unless the camera is changed or
the video resolution of the camera is changed. BeamformX does not presently include a way to change
the video resolution of the camera. (Changing the “Field of View magnification factor” scales the video
image before showing it on the Display, but does not change the resolution of the image coming from
the camera.)
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Undistortion factor
This factor compensates for optical distortion (usually barrel distortion) of the video camera. It should
be set so that straight lines, such as edges of doors and walls, in the real world appear as straight lines in
the image. Lines that are far from the center of the image and parallel to an edge are the most sensitive
to distortion, so these should be used to set the parameter. Once it is correctly set, this parameter
should not need to change. Set to 0 for no effect. Nominal ACAM value = 1.2.
The undistortion algorithm cannot correct for a fisheye lens. A future version of BeamformX will deal
with fisheye lenses. Setting “Field of View magnification factor” a large value such as 3 covers almost as
large an angular sector as a fisheye lens with the acoustic information.
Show camera
Deselecting this checkbox removes the optical image from the Display.
Fisheye (orthographic) grid
This selects a very wide (180°) beamforming grid with a fisheye perspective such that the radius from
the center of the image is proportional to the sine of the angle between the ray representing the grid
point and the central axis of the array. Since the optical camera does not have a fisheye lens, the optical
image covers only a portion of the fisheye Display. The beamforming grid is still a plane parallel to the
array, separated from the array by a distance z, but, in this case, it is an infinite plane. One interesting
use of this grid outdoors is to point the array straight up and set z to perhaps 6 meters (might as well be
infinity). The resulting plot looks similar to a radar image, showing things like aircraft in the sky. If the
aircraft are far from the overhead direction, then they show as spots on the perimeter of the circular
display.
Show reticle with fisheye grid
The fisheye grid normally has green reference circles and radial lines for angle orientation. Deselecting
this checkbox removes the reticle. The checkbox has no effect if the fisheye grid is not selected.

Regular (gnomonical) and fisheye (orthographic) displays.
Air Props
Properties of the medium affecting the acoustic propagation for beamforming.
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It may be sufficient to leave the Temperature set to 25° C unless it is drastically different, since it has a
small effect on the beamforming. The wind tunnel Mach number components make use of the analytical
Green’s function for uniform flow. Experiment with the signs to make sure the correction moves the
source spots in the expected direction (upstream).
ROIs
Brings up the non-modal ROIs dialog.

The list of ROIs at the left is initially empty. To add and ROI, use the mouse to create an ROI containing
an interesting region on the Display and click Add [t]. Repeat the process to add more ROIs more
potential source regions. Checking Show All causes all of the ROIs to be, well, shown in the Display. They
can be labeled or not depending on the Labels checkbox. To update an ROI, select it in the list, press
Update, and change it in the Display. Delete, Rename, and Deselect should be self-explanatory. To save
a single ROI, select it and choose Save… To save several ROIs, shift-click to select them and use Save… In
this case, they are save in a .zip file. The saves ROIs can be read back in using Open… The Grid button
creates a grid of many ROIs covering the display. List gives information about the ROIs. The effect of
Require Peaks is discussed with the ROI Mode checkbox.
The ROIs dialog, like many parts of the BeamformX GUI, is derived from the ImageJ graphics package
written by Wayne Rasband and others.
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Pause, Play Buffer, and Resume
These buttons control whether the Spectrum, the Display, and the computer speaker are active and
whether the data comes from the input source (the connected microphone array or the binary Log file)
or the Spectrogram buffer.
Pause
Causes the input to stop and the playback time to stop moving. In the case of a connected array, data
that arrives during the paused state is lost.
When running from a Log file, Pause interrupts the reading from the file so that the data that that has
been read into the Spectrogram buffer from inside the file history can be analyzed.
Play Buffer
Causes the playback time to start advancing within the Spectrogram buffer. The button is only enabled
when input is paused, and pressing it does not cause input to resume.
Resume
Causes the input from the Log file or the connected microphone array to resume and the playback time
to resume moving.
Log .bin data
Starts writing all of the data from the microphone array, acoustic and optical, to a binary Log file (.bin). If
a valid folder is entered into “Settings/ Folder for binary Log data and PNG images”, then the file is
created automatically with a name like name like 20160922-085234.bin and writing starts immediately.
If a valid folder is not specified, then the user is prompted for the name of the Log file. Writing stops
automatically and the file is closed when the time limit given in “Settings/ Maximum duration of binary
Log data file” is reached or when the button “Stop log” is pressed. (The label for “Log .bin data” changes
to “Stop log” while data is being written.)
It is possible to Log .bin data into a new file while reading data from an old file. This gives a way to edit
Log files into smaller parts.
The .bin file format is open. The file begins an ASCII number giving the number of bytes in an XML
header. Next comes the header. This contains important setting parameters including values that
define the block sizes of the binary data. The binary data follows, alternating between acoustical data
from the microphones and pixel data describing frames from the video camera. The details will be
provided in a separate document.
If “Settings/Trigger .bin” is selected, then the amount of data written by “Log .bin data” may be reduced
by the threshold level set in “Settings/ Threshold for .bin trigger” and the pre- and post-trigger times in
“Settings/ Frames before .bin trigger” and “Settings/ Frames after .bin trigger”, respectively.
fSweep
This pauses the system and brings up the Frequency Sweep dialog.
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The Start and Stop Frequency parameters control the range of the frequency sweep. The “Number of
time frames” parameter controls how many times the sweep is repeated for successive times. The
optional results to plot are the Single Microphone level and the Peak. The other parameters are
duplicated from the Settings dialog for convenience. Pressing OK performs the frequency sweep and
returns a plot of the results. If the individual beamforming plots are required, select “Rec BF” before
pressing fSweep.
The checkbox Reset peak table causes the new frequency sweep results to be separated from previous
values in the table.
The remaining checkboxes control which curves are plotted. Versions 1and 2 of BeamformX had an
option to plot an integral during frequency sweeps. This was not very accurate and was removed from
Versions 3 and 4. Starting with Version 5, “Plot Integral” is restored with a much more powerful
calculation based on a new application of Functional Beamforming. See the Appendix for more details.
In “Partition Mode” the fSweep dialog has slightly different options from the case of the normal mode.
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set BKG
Stores background information for the Background Noise Cancellation mode activated by xBKG. The
operation is described in the section “xBKG and set BKG”.
Rec BF
This causes the successive Display results to be accumulated in a stack (“Recording”) of images. The
stack can subsequently be examined or exported using “Save .mp4” or “Save .tiff” according to the
choice in “Settings/Format for recorded stack output.” The .mp4 videos can optionally have sound, and
the volume of the sound is affected by the Gain setting on the Control dialog.
The number of slices in the stack is limited by computer memory. Each slice requires 1.2 MB. The use of
Rec BF should be limited to when it is really needed. The stack can, and should, be cleared by closing it
when it is no longer needed. Be careful not to accidentally close the Display, as this exits BeamformX.
Save .mp4 or Save .tiff
Writes the Recording stack and possibly sound to a file with the format selected in “Settings/Recorded
stack output”.
Inhibit ROIs
The Inhibit ROIs dialog is used to create and maintain a list of ROIs that suppress sources in the
corresponding locations if the Inhibit Mode checkbox is selected. Suppose the Display includes a strong
source that may be interfering imaging the sources of interest. Create an ROI that contains the strong
source, press the Inhibit ROIs button to bring up the dialog, and press Add [t].

The ROI appears on the list in the Inhibit ROIs dialog with a name derived from its coordinates (02480418 in this case). Selecting “Inhibit Mode” in the Control dialog causes the inhibit ROI to become
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active, suppressing the source inside it and thereby revealing the weaker source. Be sure that “Limit to
ROI” is not selected. It may help to click once on the Display to remove the creation ROI to avoid
confusing it with the ROI that is saved in the Inhibit ROI dialog.
In the example, the stronger source is 24.43 dB and the weak source is 14.08 dB. In principle, the
beamforming should have been able to see the weaker source at 10.35 down from the stronger source
at same time, given the 50 dB Auto Scale setting. Sometimes this works, but not in this case. The inhibit
ROI aids the algorithm in finding weaker sources.
To experiment with the inhibit ROI, it is possible to select it by clicking on in the list in the Inhibit ROIs
dialog and then drag it around on the Display so that it either covers a given source or not. The source
should appear and disappear.
It is possible to add any number of inhibit ROIs to the Inhibit ROI dialog so that multiple sources are
suppressed. It is also possible to make the inhibit ROIs large so that a single inhibit source suppresses
more than one source. The buttons on the Inhibit ROI dialog can be used to rename the ROIs, save one
or all them, read in saved ROI or groups of ROIs (in an RoiSet.zip files) There are several other functions
for controlling ROIs. The ROI management functions are derived from ROI Manager in the ImageJ
graphics package by Wayne Rasband and others.

Partition ROIs
The Partition ROIs dialog is very similar to the Inhibit ROIs dialog. Use it create several ROIs in parts of
the Display that potentially contain sources. As the ROIs are added, they are assigned different border
colors to aid in distinguishing results in the plots from frequency sweeps. The dialog buttons can be
used to change the colors or names of the partition ROIs, if desired. To cause the names to appear on
the Display and the tabular and plot results, use “Partition ROIs/Labels…” Choosing “Partition Mode”
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causes the partition ROIs to be shown as uniform colors representing the highest beamforming level
found in each ROI. Using fSweep to perform a frequency sweep gives separate spectra for the individual
partition ROIs, computed using the same Functional Beamforming calculation that applies to a single ROI
with Partition Mode deselected.

Use of the Partition ROIs dialog.

Display with partitions set up.
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Frequency sweep dialog (fSweep) in Partition ROIs mode.
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Plot resulting from fSweep in Partition ROIs mode, after using More/Set Range… to adjust the scales.
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Appendix: Integrated Spectra
Starting with Version 5, BeamfomX uses a nonlinear subspace projection method derived from
Functional Beamforming to compute “Integrated” spectra. The method will be described in the paper
“Determining Spectra of Aeroacoustic Sources from Microphone Array Data” to be presented at the
2019 AIAA/CEAS Aeroacoustics Conference. The method is activated by creating one or more ROIs in the
Display window. One ROI can be created by simply making a rectangle by clicking and dragging with the
mouse. Multiple ROIs are created by using the “Partition ROIs” dialog. If one or more ROIs are present,
then then BeamformX creates Integrated SPL results for each ROI. The Integrated level is intended to
represent the median over the array microphones of the sound that originated from sources located
within the region of space described by the ROI, to the exclusion of sources outside the ROI. Unlike
previous efforts, there is no requirement that the sources within the ROI be mutually coherent or
incoherent. Any number sources with any degree of partial coherence is allowed. The fundamental
assumption is that interfering sources outside the ROI are incoherent with the sources of interest inside
the ROI. The method is very accurate and powerful, but, of course, has limitations. The main limitation is
that its spatial resolution is only a little bit better than conventional beamforming. If, at a given
frequency, conventional beamforming would not be able to separate two sources because they are too
close together, then the Integrated levels for the two source will probably not be independent. If the
source regions are well separated, then the method does have very high dynamic range. Separations of
20 dB are more are not unusual. Another benefit of the method compared with earlier work it that it
produces continuous spectra without the dropouts of methods based on beamforming. This makes it
feasible to plot the Integrated spectra with lines instead of symbols.
There are at least two interesting uses of this new capability:
1. Accurately measuring a spectrum from a complete vehicle or other machine in the presence of
interfering noise. Attempting to do this with a single microphone would give a result that is too
high because the interference is added in. For a coherent or incoherent extended source, a
point beamforming result would be too low because parts of the source are not included.
Directly integrating a conventional beamform map has low dynamic range. Deconvolution
methods require that the interfering source are point sources in the beamforming grid, which is
often not the case, and usually assume mutually incoherent sources. NAH and generalized
inverse methods assume a large array close to the source.
2. Dividing the sounds produced by a vehicle or machine into spectral components. This is done by
repeating the calculation using different ROIs, one for each component of interest. The dynamic
range and continuous nature of the new method gives results that much more useful than
previous efforts. BeamformX can do this by sequential frequency sweeps with a single ROI in
different places, or by using “Partition ROIs” and a single frequency sweep.
The working assumption for both of these is that the array subtends a reasonably small angle measured
from the center of source machine. This is required to make a meaningful interpretation of the median
of the array microphone levels. It will usually be taken to indicate a spectrum of the device radiated in
the direction of the array from a reference location near the center of the source. It is not required that
the array be in the far field of the source.
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Three examples are given to illustrate the use of the methods and the expected results. A coherent
source distribution with strong interference noise illustrates source isolation. A string trimmer and an
arrangement of four fans give examples of component separation.

Coherent speaker source
Four bookshelf speakers were positioned in a line on a wooden platform which was, in turn, mounted on
a rotatable tripod head. Sheets of felt were placed between the speakers to prevent vibration. The
speakers were driven in phase with a single white noise signal and four amplifiers that were adjusted
independently to match the levels from the speakers. The tripod was set up in OptiNav’s “House of
Foam” partial anechoic facility with the phased array outside at distance of 2 m. A large speaker located
above and slightly behind the array was driven with a different, independent, white noise signal. The
sound from this speaker reached the array by direct propagation and multiple reflected paths, including
from the hard floor, providing interference to complicate the measurement of the radiation from the
line array. See Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Setup for test with a line array of four coherent speakers at 2 m. Incoherent noise from the
speaker above the phased array (and the reflection in the floor and other objects) provides interference.
For the results shown here, the line array was rotated to an oblique angle of 56° as measured in Fig. 2.
This arrangement creates a different path length from each speaker to the microphone array, leading to
constructive or destructive summing at the array, depending on the frequency. Changing the angle from
56° would change the peak and null frequencies, giving a highly directive source. This extended,
coherent, source can be taken as a model for high speed jet noise, tone noise from multi-rotor Urban Air
Mobility vehicles, and sound being transmitted through or reflected by a wall or a window.
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It cannot be expected that beamforming techniques would be able to image the individual sources
because they are coherent, which conflicts with the assumption underlying beamforming. The objective,
instead, is to measure the spectrum of the speaker assembly in the direction of the phased array. In an
ideal test, this could be done with a single microphone. The phased array, with the new processing
method, is used to facilitate the measurement in non-ideal situations.

Figure 2. Line array of speakers oriented at angle of 56°, measured as shown.
An ROI is created on in the Display window so as to include the source distribution of interest and
exclude sources outside the ROI. Again, it is necessary for the method that the sources to be excluded
are not coherent with the sources of interest. In this case, it would not be effective to make the ROI
include two of the speakers and exclude the other two because this would create coherence between
sources inside and the outside of the ROI, and this violates the assumption of the method. A common
problem is contamination by sound that radiates in directions other than the phased array, reflects from
untreated surfaces, and reaches the array by the unplanned path. If the array is in a null of the
directivity pattern, then these spurious paths may contaminate the data with high-level sound that was
radiated in different, peak, directions. At first glance this interfering sound would seem to be coherent
with the sound of interest, so that the exclusion method would not apply. In the case of broadband
noise, however, the signal processing can decorrelate the propagation paths if the travel time difference
is greater than the reciprocal of the analysis bandwidth. In practice, beamforming shows that reflected
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signals are often effectively incoherent with the direct path. This will be relied upon for application of
the method, but its validity may need to be checked, especially for tone noise.
The ROI for the four speakers at 56° is shown in Fig. 3. When the ROI is created in the Display, two
columns are added to the “Peak list” results table: “Integral dB” and “Integral % of Median”. These
values are also optionally (see Settings) shown in the upper right corner of the Display. The Integral
value is not really an integral but, instead, is the median of the CSM after nonlinear, Functional
Beamforming, projection onto the subspace spanned by the array steering vectors corresponding to
source points in the ROI. It is called an integral for historical reasons. Previous attempts to create this
source isolation were based on integrating some type of beamform map over the ROI. These methods
would be unable to handle the current problem because of coherence, dynamic range, and off-grid
source issues (in the case of deconvolution efforts). Since the Integral is the median of the diagonal
elements of the projected CSM, the result is less than or equal to the median of the diagonal elements
of the original CSM. The result “Integral % of Median” expresses the degree to which the sources in the
ROI account for the complete array data. It is computed from the Median and Integral values by
converting them from dB back to pressure-squared values and evaluating the percentage.

Figure 3. ROI for the of 56° speaker data. See Fig. 2 for a clearer picture of the speakers.
After creating the ROI, the frequency sweep is started by choosing fSweep on the Control dialog and
filling out the Frequency Sweep dialog (Figs. 4 & 5). The frequency sweep can require several minutes to
run, especially for the narrowband case. During the frequency sweep, the fSweep button on the Control
dialog changes to “Stop FS” so that the calculation can be aborted if necessary. After the frequency
sweep, the results appear in the Peak list and in a “Beamformed Spectrum” plot that pops up (Fig. 6).
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The appearance of the Beamformed Spectrum can be changed using the buttons at the bottom of the
plot.
The expected spectral shape, with peaks and nulls, appear as the Integral curve in Fig. 6. (∆𝑓 =
2370 Hz → ∆𝑥 = 5.6") The nulls of the Array Median and Microphone 5 (near the center of the array)
curves are somewhat filled in by reflected sound, as discussed. The peaks of the Array Median and
Microphone 5 curves are also higher than the peaks of Integral due to reflections, but the increase is not
a large as the seen at the nulls.

Figure 4. Initiating a frequency sweep.

Figure 5. The frequency sweep dialog.
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Figure 6. Narrowband (24 Hz) spectra from the 56° speaker data with the interfering speaker turned off.
During the recording, the strength of the interfering signal from the speaker above the array started at 0
and was gradually increased to the maximum setting over about 60 s. Figure 6 was made by selecting
one second of data ending 6 seconds into the recording, which was before the interference was turned
on. Figure 7 was made using 1 s of data ending 30 s into the recording, giving a medium level of
interference. The single microphone curve is omitted for clarity. The Array Median curve only shows
only the sound from the interfering speaker at most frequencies. The Integral curve, which is 10-30 dB
lower than the interference at most frequencies, is almost completely unchanged from Fig. 6.
The case of maximum interference is shown in Fig. 8. The interfering noise is about 10 dB higher than
the medium interference case (Fig. 7). The peaks of the Integral curve, which are about 20 dB below the
interference are still not affected by the interference. The nulls are somewhat clipped, to a level about
28 dB lower than the interference.
The high dynamic range shown in Figs. 7 and 8 depends on the nonlinear processing of the Functional
Beamforming method. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9, in which the medium-level interference data is
processed with the “OptiNav BF” checkbox deselected, which turns off Functional Beamforming. The
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dynamic range is reduced to 8-12 dB, which is determined by the conventional sidelobe level of the
array design. The CSM projection processing used for Fig. 9 is still novel and a major improvement
relative to the direct integration methods used in standard practice.

Figure 7. Narrowband (24 Hz) spectra from the 56° speaker data with the interfering speaker set to a
medium level.
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Figure 8. Narrowband (24 Hz) spectra from the 56° speaker data with the interfering speaker set to a
high level.
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Figure 9. Processing the 56° speaker data with medium-level interference with the OptiNav BF checkbox
deselected. This turns off Functional Beamforming in the projection algorithm.

String trimmer
A string trimmer is a convenient source of aeroacoustic noise. The setup in the OptiNav HOF is shown in
Fig. 10. The photo was taken with the machine turned off, since it is difficult to see the string when it is
running. The string rotation plane oriented at an angle to the array plane, creating approaching and
receding portions of the string disk.
The objective for this test is to create component spectra for approaching-string, receding-string, and
motor noise. This can be done with separate, sequential, frequency sweeps with three different ROIs. It
is more convenient to use the “Partition Mode” functionality of BeamfomX. The function of this mode
in Version 5 of BX is completely different from previous versions, although the user interface to set it up,
the “Partition ROIs” dialog is unchanged. The ROS for the string trimmer are shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 10. Setup for the string trimmer test. The trimmer is at 2 m distance and oriented at an oblique
angle, as shown. The motor is located in the handle of the gardening machine.
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Figure 11. String trimmer ROIs created using the “Partition ROIs” dialog. At 16.5 kHz, the sound from the
approaching string dominates. The bandwidth has been set to narrowband, 24 Hz.
After the Partition ROSs are set up, the checkbox “Partition Mode” is selected and fSweep is used to
perform a frequency sweep. The Frequency Sweep dialog and the resulting tabular output are similar to
the case without “Partition Mode”. The results table gives individual columns for the different ROI
components (Fig. 12). The spectral plot also shows the individual components, as in Fig. 13.
Figure 13 shows the that motor noise, receding string noise, and approaching string noise are sharply
separated by the method and have very different spectral shapes. Motor noise is tonal, as expected.
Approaching string noise is broadband, increases with frequency, and dominates at high frequency.
Receding string noise is has a broad spectral peak centered at 10 kHz, and is the leading component at
that frequency. A beamforming plot for 9 kHz is given in Fig. 14 to show the appearance of all three
components.
The interfering noise from the upper speaker in Fig. 1 was turned on for the string trimmer test, and it
did not change significantly change the string trimmer components (Fig. 15) despite a signal to noise
ratio of less than -20 dB at some frequencies for the weaker components.
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Fig. 12. Partition Results table.

Fig. 13. Narrowband (24 Hz) string trimmer noise using “Partition mode”
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Figure 14. At 9 kHz, the string trimmer motor noise and receding string noise are visible.

Figure 15. Same as Fig. 13, but interfering speaker above the array (Fig. 1) is set to maximum power.
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Multiple Fans
Two Lasko 7-inch “Twin Window Fan” units are installed vertically in Fig. 16. The fans on the right side
were set to High speed and the fans on the left were set to Low speed. The discharge direction is away
from the array. Unlike the previous cases, the distance is 1 m. The concrete floor of the HOF was left
with no foam rubber. The nonuniform but distributed nature of the resulting noise source is shown in
Fig. 17. Four fan ROIs were created using “Partition ROIs” ROIs 1 and 2 correspond to the High speed
fans, ROIs 3 and 4 correspond to the Low speed fans as shown in Fig. 18. A 5th ROI shows a background
area. The “Label” button in “Partition ROSs” was not used, so labels are the default numbers.
“Partition mode” was selected and a 1/12 OB frequency seep was performed. The resulting spectra are
shown in Fig. 19. At high frequency, the noise from the High speed fans (ROIs 1 & 2) appears to be about
3 dB higher than the Low speed fans (ROIs 3 & 4). This may be consistent with the possibility of Low
speed being half power. The component separation is not very effective for frequencies below 1 kHz in
this case due to the small array size and close proximity of the sources. The logarithmic frequency scale
gives more space to low frequency than the narrowband plot shown previously. The array may be too
small for this type of spectral processing below 1 kHz. The array is able to locate and measure point
sources using QB at much lower frequencies.
Up to this point, the beamforming peak levels have not been plotted because the sources are not point
sources, so peak levels are not quantitative in combination. Assuming the fan source distributions are
incoherent, it is reasonable show the beamforming plots to indicate the qualitative distribution. The
peak levels are computed for the four fan case by deselecting Partition Mode and creating a single ROI
to enclose all four fans (Fig. 20). The Partition ROIs dialog was used to delete the Partition ROIs, for
cosmetic reasons, although they would have no effect on the results with Partition Mode deselected. A
frequency sweep was performed with “Plot Peak” selected (unlike Fig. 5) giving the results shown in Fig.
21. The peak levels are lower than the integrals for frequencies above 3 kHz because the fans are
distributed sources.
The peak level indicated as -10.21 dB for the 1385 Hz wide 1/12 OB band centered at 24 kHz is a real
result, as shown in Fig. 21. The ambient noise in this band is + 8 dB as shown in Fig. 22. The microphone
frequency response may not be flat to this high a frequency, so these levels may not be correct.
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Figure 16. Setup of the four-fan test. This distance is 1 m.

Figure 17. Fans at Low speed, left, and High speed, right, at 4.2 kHz.
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Figure 18. Fans at Low speed, left, and High speed, right, at 13.9 kHz.

Figure 19. 1/12 OB spectra from fans with “Partition ROIs” selected.
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Figure 20. Beamforming plot for unequal speed fans at the highest 1/12 octave band.

Figure 21. 1/12 OB spectra from unequal speed fans with “Partition ROIs” deselected.
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Figure 22. Processing as in Fig. 21 with the fans turned off.
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